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CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi meets heads of Kuwaiti newspapers, Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) and board members of Kuwait Journalists Association (KJA) yesterday. Kuwaiti Ambassador to Egypt Saleh Al-Thuwaikh
also attended the meeting. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The parliamentary delegation attending the conference in Geneva. — KUNA

GENEVA: Kuwaiti National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Ali  Al-Ghanem
arrived yesterday in Geneva to partici-
pate in the 139th session of the Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU) scheduled
on October 14-18. Al-Dustor news net-
work relayed to KUNA that Al-Ghanem
was received by Kuwait’s Permanent
Representative to the United Nations in
Geneva Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim,
Kuwait’s Ambassador to Switzerland
Bader Al-Tunaib and a number of
embassy members from Kuwait.

Al-Ghanem will address the confer-
ence with a speech on “Parliamentary
Leadership in Promoting Peace and
Development in the Age of Innovation
and Technological Change”. The
Speaker and his accompanying delega-
tion will also participate in the coordi-
nation meetings of the Arab, Islamic and
Asian groups in order to coordinate
positions on issues of vital importance.
On the other hand, the Kuwaiti delega-
tion will participate in the meetings of

the standing and sub-Committees of the
Union, which will discuss several issues
including the role of fair and free trade
and investment in achieving the goals of
sustainable and other topics. The
Kuwaiti delegation includes several par-
liamentary officials. 

Later, the Speaker met with
President of  the UAE’s Federal
National Council Dr Amal Qubaisi. The
meeting occurred on the sideline of the
139th session of  the Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU). The two
Arab parliamentarians focused their
discussions on coordinating Arab and
Islamic efforts during the course of the
IPU meeting. The latest developments
within the regional and international
spheres were also discussed. Kuwaiti
MPs Rakan Al-Nesf, Safa Al-Hashim
and Kuwaiti permanent representative
to the UN and International organiza-
t ion’s  headquarters in Geneva
Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim attend-
ed the meeting. —KUNA
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While Egypt is working on the Mideast peace
process, it is also focused on bringing disputing
Palestinian factions together, indicated Sisi, affirming
that national reconciliation is a vital step to establish a
future Palestinian state. During the meeting, Sisi
touched on the crises in Yemen, Syria and Libya, noting
that what was occurring in these Arab nations should

end peacefully.
On Syria, Sisi stressed that it was important to deny

access to extremist elements into the country as part of
a comprehensive peace plan. Bringing stability to Syria
and elsewhere is within the political and economic
interest of the Arab world, said Sisi, who called for
eliminating terrorism in the region. Sisi took the chance
to honor those who laid their lives in the service of
Egypt through combating terrorist elements in the
country, affirming that their sacrifice was not in vain.

The Egyptian president also touched on the coun-
try’s path towards economic development and reform.
Sisi revealed that major projects in Egypt were finalized
in record time, noting that recent achievements includ-
ed housing projects compromising millions of apart-

ment units dedicated to some 200,000 families who
were living in shantytowns and squatter areas. Sisi
invited the Kuwaiti media delegation to visit the com-
pleted housing projects in Egypt as well as finalized
infrastructure projects to witness the achievements.

Reforms have improved economic indices in Egypt,
said Sisi, who revealed that growth in 2017/2018 went
up by 5.3 percent while monetary reserves in Egypt
reached $44 billion. He added that there were efforts to
reduce the budget deficit to less than 10 percent of the
gross national income. Referring to the period after his
re-election in 2018, Sisi noted that reforms will also
touch the education and higher education sectors,
affirming that several accords will be signed soon to
elevate the level of education in the country.

On the health sector’s development, the president
said Egypt is embarking on a major project targeting
50 million Egyptians to eradicate the hepatitis C virus
and other contagious diseases. Sisi spoke about devel-
oping the capabilities of Egypt youth, stressing that
there is no future for a country without the energy of
its young generation. There are several programs aimed
at connecting the leadership of Egypt with the youth to
ensure the country’s bright future, said Sisi, who
affirmed that the youth would build the future with the
wisdom and assistance of the older generation of citi-
zens. Sisi also touched on the situation with Ethiopia
and the Al-Nadha dam issue, saying that the two coun-
tries were working together to ensure that all involved
parties will benefit from the dam project. — KUNA 

Sisi commends
Amir’s role in...

BRUSSELS: Sheikh Khaled Hilal Al-Maawali, speaker of
the Shura Council of Oman, has expressed his full backing
and support to His Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah‘s efforts to heal the
growing rifts in the Gulf region. “We highly appreciate and
strongly support and express our gratitude to the Amir of
Kuwait HH Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah for
all his efforts” he said.

Al-Maawali made his remarks in a speech at the 9th
European Union - Sultanate of Oman inter-parliamen-
tary meeting hosted in the European Parliament by the
EP’s Delegation for relations with the Arab Peninsula on
Thursday evening. “Oman whole-heartedly supports the
“active and dynamic” efforts by HH Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to heal the rifts. We all are
waiting for the historic moment when peace is finally
achieved and we pray to God that the day will come
soon,” he added.

Meanwhile, in answer to a question by the British MEP
Wajid Khan during the meeting, on Kuwait’s mediation
efforts, Kuwait’s Ambassador to the EU, Belgium, NATO
and Luxembourg, Jasem Al-Budaiwi expressed his appre-
ciation and thanks to Al-Maawali for his kind words and
support to exerted efforts by HH the Amir.

“This situation is very painful to us” he said, and
hoped that by God’s will, a solution to the crisis will be
found soon. “We all have one destiny one future and one
situation and we cannot live by distancing ourselves from
each other,” stressed the Kuwaiti diplomat. He noted that
the desire and wish of the leaders and the people of GCC
countries is to see a solution. Al-Budaiwi concluded his
remarks saying “we see that EU-GCC (Gulf Cooperation
Council) relationship is vital for everybody and we con-
tinue to work hard to maintain this relationship.” “We
invested a lot in this by holding several meetings, dia-

logue, discussions and Kuwait wants this relationship to
develop further.” For her part, Michel Alliot-Marie, chair
of the Delegation, called for closer relations and cooper-
ation between the EU and Oman and also between the
EU and GCC saying the EP wants to see the GCC “more
stronger and united.” She said the two sides exchanged
views on a number of issues of mutual interest including
the political, economic and social situation in Oman.

The GCC includes Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Al-Maawali also expressed his
desire to intensify relations between the EU and Oman
and praised the EU’s positive role in many issues in the
region and worldwide. He presented an overview of the
development of the Shura council in Oman and about his
country’s foreign policy which, he noted, is based on neu-
trality and non-interference. —KUNA
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BRUSSELS: Kuwait’s Ambassador to the EU, Belgium, NATO
and Luxembourg, Jasem Al-Budaiwi speaks during the 9th
EU-Sultanate of Oman inter-parliamentary meeting. — KUNA

KUALA LUMPUR: Kuwait’s Finance Minister Dr
Nayef Al-Hajraf met separately with his counter-
parts in the region at the annual meetings of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank Group (WBG) in Bali, Indonesia. Al-Hajraf
discussed with Qatari Finance Minister Ali Shareef
Al-Emadi latest economic and financial develop-
ments in the region, and ways to boost bilateral
ties, the Kuwaiti minister’s accompanying press

team said in a statement Friday. 
He also reviewed with Pakistani Finance Minister

Asad Umar methods to bolster Kuwaiti-Pakistani
ties, and spoke about investment opportunities
available in both countries. Al-Hajraf is scheduled
to meet with his Omani counterpart Darwish bin
Ismail bin Ali Al-Balushi yesterday.

Meanwhile, the Kuwaiti minister and his accom-
panying delegation took part in the 72nd general
session of the 2018 IMF-WBG meetings, inaugu-
rated earlier by Indonesian President Joko Widodo.
In his opening speech, Widodo urged member-
countries to cooperate jointly in order to face the
ongoing worldwide economic disorder and counter
fears threatening it through reforming global finan-
cial situations, and forming sound financial and
monetary policies. —KUNA
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BALI: Minister of Finance Dr Nayef Al-Hajraf and his accompanying delegation during the meeting.


